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Review: Hello World

public class HelloWorld {

public static void main(String[] args) {

System.out.println("Hello, World!");

}

}

• What is the class name?

• Why do we want to give the class a name?

• What is special about the main method? Can we 
call it something else?
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Variables

A variable is a place in memory reserved for 
storing a value.

We need them in order to:
• Store partial results

• Allow us to generalize our code

• Make our code easier to understand
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Declaring and Assigning

Declaring a variable:
<type> <var_name>;
int numStudents;

Assigning a value to a variable:
<var_name> = <value>;
numStudents = 210;

Doing both at the same time:
<type> <var_name> = <value>;
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Getting Input

You can pass input Strings to the program
> run SomeProgram these are words

The input words can be accessed in the main 
method by the args variable. In the above 
example:

args[0] these

args[1] are

args[2] words

args[3] – not defined! Error if you try to access it.
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This Lecture

Basic data types
• We'll start working with other kinds of data, not 

just Strings and ints!
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BASIC DATA TYPES
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Some Basic Variable Types

String Letters; a sequence of characters

int Integer values

long Long integer values

float Real numbers

double Real numbers, with more precision

boolean True or false

char One character
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More Types

byte Can only store integers between -128 
and 127

short Can only store integers between
-32768 and 32767

Difference between byte, short, int, long: 
number of bits (binary digits) used.

Difference between float and double also 
because of number of bits.
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How Many Values?

How many different values can you represent 
using:

• A single bit?

• Two bits?

• Three bits?

• In general, N bits?
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How Many Bits?

How many bits do you need to represent:
• Two different values?

• Four different values?

• Six different values?

• In general, x different values?
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Exercise

Write a program that computes and prints out how 
many bits (rounded up) are needed to represent x
different values. You can work in doubles.

In other words, it should compute the function
𝑓 𝑥 = log2 𝑥

Steps:
1. Declare a variable to hold x
2. The natural logarithm of a number using 

Math.log(<num>)

3. Compute the ceiling function using 
Math.ceil(<num>)
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Hint: log2 𝑥 =
log 𝑥

log 2



Mismatching Types

If you try to store something of type X in 
something of type Y, the Java compiler will 
complain.

int x;

x = "Hello";

• What are the types of "Hello" and x?
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Why Does Java Care?

When you write
int x;

Java needs to set aside enough memory to store 
one integer value. If you try to store a String, it 
doesn't know whether it will fit or not!

Also, ensuring type consistency helps us debug 
code. x = "Hello"; in the previous slide is 
obviously wrong!
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Data Representation

Third reason: remember how all data is 
represented as binary values/electrical bits?

• On = 1 = true Off = 0 = false

The computer doesn't known the meaning of 
any numbers at all!

• The same sequence of bits that encode an int
would be meaningless if decoded as a String.
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int

The type int represents an integer in range of:

[−231, 231 – 1], or 

[− 2147483648, 2147483647].
• An int takes up 32 bits = 4 bytes in memory.

• So, there are 232 possible values that can be 
represented.

• Half of these are for negative numbers, and one 
more spot is taken up by zero.
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double

The type double represents a real number with 
fractional values.

They cannot store an infinite number of digits 
(e.g., pi). They can only store to a limited 
precision.

double almostPi = 3.14159; // can only store

// some of the digits
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double

If you write .0 after an integer constant, it will be 
stored as a double.

int x = 3.0;

int x = 3;

double x = 3.0;
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float

A float normally takes up 32 bits in memory. It is 
similar to a double except, doubles use 64 bits.

To use a float, write f after the number.
float x = 3.0f;

Aside: floats and double are stored using 
scientific notation.

+ 6.02214129 × 1023

sign mantissa exponent

(except it is stored in binary, not decimal of course)
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Real Numbers vs Floating Point

Since a computer has limited memory, we can't 
actually store a number such as pi.

It is also difficult to store something like
5.000000000000000000000000000000001

Remember this is mantissa × 2exponent

It would take a lot of bits to store the mantissa!
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char

A character set is an ordered list of characters, 
where each character corresponds to a unique 
number.

A char stores a single character from the 
Unicode character set.

char gender;

gender = 'M';
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char in Unicode

Unicode is an international character set:
A 65

$ 36

電 38651

ف 1601

Character literals are delimited by apostrophes:
'a', '$', 'X', '\n'
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Escape

Use an escape sequence for punctuation or 
spacing that cannot otherwise be expressed 
inside an apostrophe pair.

char apos = '\'';

char tab = '\t';

char newLine = '\n';
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boolean

A boolean stores things that are either true or 
false.

boolean areYouOnFacebook;

areYouOnFacebook = false;
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byte, short, long

Like ints, but uses different numbers of bits

Trade-off: memory usage vs. what can be stored.

In this class, use int unless you have a very good reason 
not to. (Likewise, use double rather than float.)
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Type Bits Range

byte 8 [−128, 127]

short 16 [−32768, 32767]

int 32 [−231, 231 − 1]

long 64 [−263, 263 − 1]



String

A String stores a sequence of char's. It is a more 
complex type than the others mentioned. Why?

• How many bits do you need to store a String?

We've seen how to assign text to a String:
String helloWorld = "Hello, World!";

We can also put escape sequences in "  ":
System.out.println("Hi \n\n\n\n\n much lower");
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Operations With Strings

Being a more complex data type, there are many 
methods associated with Strings.

• <String1>.equals(<String2>)

Gives us whether two Strings are equal, as a 
boolean.

e.g., boolean isEqual = "Hello".equals("hello");

• <String>.length()

Gives us length of String as an int.

e.g., int greetingLength = "Hi there!".length();
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Questions

What type of variable would you use to store 
the following?

• The number of school days in a year.

• The cost of a meal at a restaurant

• The number of minutes you will spend on COMP-
202 during the term

• A PIN for an ATM card

• Whether it snowed on January 13th
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Converting Between Types

It is possible to convert between types. e.g., to 
convert the String “32” to the int 32, or to the 
double 32.0.

e.g., String to int:
int thirtyTwo = Integer.parseInt(“32”);

e.g., String to double:
double threePointTwo = Double.parseDouble(“3.2”);
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Exercise

Write a program that takes in a temperature in 
Fahrenheit, then computes and displays the 
equivalent in Celsius.

• celsius = (fahrenheit – 32.0) * 5.0 / 9.0

Hint: break it down into the following steps:
1. Set up main method in a class
2. Get the input from args[0] and store it into a 

double variable
3. Implement the conversion formula
4. Display the output
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Starter Code
public class TempConverter {

public static void main(String[] args) {

// args[0] contains the temp in F

// TODO: convert it into a double

// TODO: compute temperature in Celsius

// TODO: display new temperature

System.out.println("The temperature in C is ");

}

}
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celsius = (fahrenheit - 32.0) * 5.0 / 9.0


